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s it spring? I haven’t been able to tell
since I moved back to California. Yes,
I finally left the Midwest and returned
to my birthplace and family in sunny
Southern California. Without the change in
the weather, the only way I can tell whether
spring has arrived is by checking the business barometer or looking at the weather
app on my iPad. And spring is undoubtedly here.
The stock market is at an all-time high, the airlines are predicting record travel
for the quarter, and spring art shows, such as Artexpo New York, The Armory
Show and The Affordable Art Fair, are in full swing. So shake off Old Man Winter
by flipping through the pages of Art Business News and priming your business for
success this year.
In this issue, advice comes from business consultant Laura George, who shares
some tips about how artists and gallery owners can get more mileage out of their
websites, and artist Melinda Cootsona, author of “Open Your Studio—Nine Steps
to a Successful Art Event,” talks about the benefits of opening your studio space
to the public.
Also in this issue, attorney Jay Landrum talks about the hoops and pitfalls of
art licensing. If you’d like to hear more on the topic, join us at Artexpo New York
on April 4 through 6, where Landrum and others will be offering art-education
discussions and seminars on all three days.

Enjoy the issue!
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DRAWING THE LINE

Stock your Studio
Check out these new top-of-the-line artist tools
and supplies, along with a few old favorites.
t Jullian Wet Canvas
and Panel Carrier
Cost: $140
Safely transport as many as four
stretched canvases or eight panels
with this elegant carrier from Jullian.
Made from sturdy oil-finished wood,
the adjustable holder has a leather
handle and protects even wet canvases
from bumps and smudging. It’s
especially perfect for plein-air painters.
jullian.co.uk

t McGill Surface Saver Mats
Cost: $12 to $50
Protect your space with these reusable
tabletop mats that repel inks, paints,
sprays, solvents, adhesives, hot tools
and more. The nonstick, flexible mats
roll away for quick cleanup and
storage and are available in four styles,
including the Base Mat, which is tacky
on both sides, and the nonstick Project
Mat, which is perfect for layering.
mcgillinc.com

SoHo Drawing and Drafting Table u
Cost: $220
Make your masterpieces at this versatile desk from Jerry’s
Artarama. The sturdy steel body with adjustable height and
angle offers ample storage space and a pull-out side table
for extra work surfaces. The set also comes with a padded
artist’s stool. jerrysartarama.com
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Sennelier Aqua-Mini
Cost: $35
This new little traveling companion
contains a brush and eight watercolor
half pans for mixing and blending.
The pocket-sized set offers smooth
consistency and vivid luminosity with
pigments including French Vermillion,
Cinereous Blue and Payne’s Grey.
sennelier-colors.com q

t Catalyst Blades

p

New Wave Grey
Pad Disposable
Paper Palette
Cost: $14
New Wave’s brand-new
line of palettes gives artists
ergonomic comfort with
even weight distribution. This
disposable paper palette
contains 50 gray sheets on
durable paper stock that is
coated to keep the sheets
beneath dry. Simply tear
off the top sheet and throw
it away when you’re done.
newwaveart.com

Cost: $8 to $20 each
Made from flexible silicone mounted on
artist brush handles, these innovative
blades and mini-blades give artists
new tools for expression. Use them with
oils, acrylics, water-mixable oils, plaster,
clay and even frosting. Available in
a wide range of sizes and shapes,
the blades are also dishwasher-safe.
catalystcreate.com

Premier Mixed-Media Set u
Cost: $130
Perfect for an on-the-go artist, this allinclusive kit comes with 12 watercolor
pencils, 48 soft-core colored pencils, 12
verithin colored pencils and six art stix
in rich shades. Experiment with endless
color combinations. prismacolor.com

Gamblin Deluxe Oil Painting Set u
Cost: $250
This palette is perfect for beginners and
experts alike and comes in a beautiful pine sketchbox with a hinged cover
for portable creation. The kit includes
12 of Gamblin’s high-quality oil paints,
two brushes, a palette knife, four painting mediums and an instructional DVD.
gamblincolors.com
French Canvas p
Cost: prices vary
Affordable yet high-quality,
these linen and cotton
canvases are cut and
stretched to order, offering a
diverse range of weight and
size options, both primed and
unprimed. The canvases are
made with carefully selected
materials that promise to
withstand the wear and tear
of time. frenchcanvas.com
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LightPad Revolution LED Light Box u
Cost: $250 to $600
Take tracing and design to the next level with
Artograph’s line of light pads. We especially like
the new Revolution model with a rotating disc for
more comfortable tracing. The bright LED lights are
suitable for tracing through 300-pound watercolor
paper but are also energy-efficient and offer a
cool tracing surface. artograph.com ABN
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15 MINUTES
By Megan Kaplon

Art by Design

Boston-based interior designer
Stephanie Rossi talks about how she
fulfills her clients’ needs for art
with the perfect art pieces.

S

Art Business News: How did you first become interested
in design?
Stephanie Rossi: I’ve always had a fine-arts background
and been involved in classes and extracurricular activities
surrounding art, but I didn’t want something that I really
enjoyed as a hobby to become a pressure-filled career decision. After business school, I met my husband, who is a
chef, and he was about to open a restaurant at a winery and
needed help with the decor and the layout for the restaurant. It sort of hit me then that interior design was a good
way for me to involve all the things that I like about art and
learning about it and spatial relationships and color and
fabrics and shape and size into one thing that I could tangibly call a profession.
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Sean Litchfield

tephanie Rossi, the owner of Boston’s Spazio
Rosso design company and one of Boston Common magazine’s Top 10 Interior Designers to
Know, once tried to convince herself that her
passion, art, could never be her job. After completing business school and helping her husband, a chef, design a restaurant, however, she realized her reluctance was
futile. She enrolled in an interior-design program at Suffolk University in Boston and shortly thereafter burst onto
the city’s design scene and onto the pages of Boston Globe
Magazine, Boston magazine, Design New England and New
England Home.
We tracked her down to find out how an interior designer determines what art pieces will fit her clients’ taste
and lifestyle, which Boston galleries are her favorites,
and what artists made the cut to hang on her own walls
at home.

"You’re in people’s homes
talking to them about the
way they live, but you’re also
running a business. There’s
a fine line of how to marry
those things together."
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ABN: How has business school helped in your interior design career?
SR: I think that probably it’s helped more than my fine-arts
background in dealing with people and the psychology of
working with individuals on such a familiar, sensitive subject. You’re in people’s homes talking to them about the way
they live, but you’re also running a business. There’s a fine
line of how to marry those things together.

ABN: Do you think it’s more challenging to design with
nothing or with a full collection of artwork?
SR: I love designing from scratch. I mean, who wouldn’t? I
think every designer’s dream is to have a blank slate. But I
do like the challenge of when a client comes to me and says,
“I have a few pieces that we obviously need to incorporate.”
That’s a really fantastic challenge for any designer to have.
ABN: What’s the process of figuring out what art will fit a
client’s style?
SR: You can get a sense of someone’s level of experience
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Sean Litchfield

ABN: Do you do a lot of art buying for people?
SR: It’s sort of a split. Some of my clients have their own
collection that we have to incorporate, but a lot of them,
because they’re younger, are interested in being educated
on it, so we go through the process of learning about different galleries and different artists to find what they like and
what fits their budget.

[with art] the minute you go into their home or see the
Pinterest pictures of things they like. Once you get a sense
of where they’re at, you don’t want to overwhelm or intimidate them by showing them certain artists. So, in the
beginning, I’ll direct them to local galleries that showcase
multiple artists and sculptors, and we’ll go visit them if
they have openings and develop an idea of what the client’s comfort level is. You can get a visceral sense immediately when someone looks at something. They might not
verbally tell you, but you can tell their reaction physically
to [an artist]. It’s a sensitive topic because nobody wants to
immediately say, “Oh no, I don’t like that.” It’s like wine.
Everybody gets very intimidated about wine tasting. It’s
the psychology of it. You want to direct the client to a particular gallery or group of artists where you can push the
limits a little bit, but not too far.

ABN: Are there certain questions you ask your clients to
try to figure out what their style is?
SR: I submit to them an icebreaking exercise, a series of questions
that are completely unrelated to their creative tastes, just about
how they live and think. For example, I think it’s very important
to find out what they’re reading: what sort of books you like to
read or magazines do you subscribe to, or how do you get your
mail? Those are things on a psychological level that show how
their brains work. Are they left-brained or right-brained? Are
they more literal? Are they analytical? Another thing that I ask is:
Do you gravitate toward the floor? Some clients don’t know what
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ABN: What’s your relationship to artists
and galleries? Are there
a few you work with
frequently?
SR: I really like Jules Place;
she’s in SoWa [South of
Washington (Street), a
nonprofit association of
professional studio artists
in Boston]. She has a few
open houses that you can
bring clients to. I’ve brought
a couple of my clients to First Fridays [where artists open their
studios to showcase their work], and that’s a great way of showing
them the galleries, including Adelson Galleries, along Harrison
Avenue. There’s no commitment to it. Everybody can look and
ask questions, and it’s not like you’re going to see a specific artist and risk your client’s not liking them. There’s also a gallery in
Lincoln, Mass., the Clark Gallery, that I really like. They represent Lynette Shaw, who is a very well-known local artist. There
are just so many amazing artists in the area.
ABN: What makes a gallery attractive to an interior designer?
SR: It depends on what I’m looking for. Jules Place is very
approachable, and she has a lot that you can see there. Clark

 CLARK GALLERY
clarkgallery.com
 JULES PLACE
julesplace.com
 ADELSON GALLERIES
adelsongalleriesboston.com
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Gallery is more of a museum setting, which I really like. To some people,
that’s a little more intimidating, but I like viewing
fewer artists on the big
white walls and seeing
installations.
ABN: What kind of art do
you have in your home?
SR: I actually have a Lynette Shaw, which I am
happy to say that I own.
I also have photography
from a [Polish] photographer that I worked with
on a project for the Junior
League, and her name is
Paulina Otylie Surys. She
currently lives in London,
and she shoots for Vogue
and a bunch of other designers and clients, but
she also does her own
photography, and she uses
these amazing techniques
and printing qualities in her work. She was kind enough to
grant me the right to two of her photographs, and I got them
printed up enormously for the Junior League project, [and
now they’re] hanging in my house, along with art by Michael
Anastassiades and Helen Meyerowitz.
Sean Litchfield

I mean by that. It’s like, if
you’re sitting or you’re having a meeting with someone
or you’re watching television, do you sit on the floor
when you do that, or are you
always sitting at a table or a
desk or a chair? Those are
little things that they don’t
realize are important, but it
gives me a sense [of whether]
they’re more casual or more
structured.

ABN: How do you think art and design trends relate to
each other?
SR: I see there’s a shift in interior-design trends, almost like
everything is OK; there’s not a set style anymore. There’s not
just the traditional or the conservative or the modern. There’s
this big eclectic mix that’s running through interior design
right now because people are more aware of what’s out there
and what’s accessible to them.
ABN: Does that trend open up the market to more nontraditional artists?
SR: I think so, yes, and I also think it gives people reflection.
For example, portraits, which are obviously considered very
classical, traditional art, are popping up in incredibly modern
and contemporary interiors. ABN
For more about Stephanie Rossi’s work, check out spaziorosso.com.
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art beat
By Laura George

Are you really online?

9 tips to help you get the most out of your website.

A

rtists starting a business are often faced with a
terrifying onslaught of information overload.
Their to-do list grows and somehow, months
after the launch of their business, they remain
wary of inviting people to view their website,
most likely because they haven’t spent the time learning how
to make it effective and beautiful. Sound familiar? They call
this “website shame.” But there is a cure. Here are some simple steps to getting the most from your website and absolving
any hint of “website shame.”
1. Distinguish your brand.
One of the most important things when
you first start your business is to decide
how you will brand yourself. As an
artist, this is often easier because you
already have a lot of visual components in
your work. But it’s still important to pick colors, fonts and buzzwords that will remind others of the “style”
of your business. Are you reserved and professional, fun and
sassy, or a tortured artist? You should determine this style with
the feel of your work in mind because your art, your branding
and your customer base all must work together.
2. Identify a target market.
Pinpoint whom you will be trying to
reach with your marketing efforts. These
people won’t be the only ones who will
buy your art, but they will be those
you’ll speak to about your business decisions and whom you’ll go to when you have
a slow season. Let your branding and your art help inform this
decision. If you have a very contemporary, urban style of painting, you should probably not try to market your art to women
in their 80s living in rural areas—not because 80-year-olds will
never purchase your work, but because your art won’t attract
this demographic. Stereotyping is just part of this process, un-
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fortunately. Also, consider psychographics in addition to demographics: when implementing a marketing campaign, you must
know the personality of your market.
3. Take good photographs.
On the web, photography is among the
most significant aspects of your business.
If a potential customer can’t see your art at
its best, then they won’t want to purchase
it. You can’t fix lighting problems during
the editing process, for example. Also, use
your branding to help you take photographs that pack a punch.

$

4. Show your prices.
Although this subject receives a lot of
debate in the art world, it is more effective to be upfront about your pricing on
your website. It allows people to decide
whether they can afford your art. Showing
your prices means that you won’t waste time
fielding phone calls from people who will never
buy your work and gives you more time in the studio.

5. Make the purchasing process easy.
Although captivating websites are great, the
most important part of your online presence is to enable customers to easily
make a purchase, including selecting
their favorite piece, paying for them and
receiving the shipment. Artists often
complicate this process by making their
customers call them first, by not listing prices
on their sites, or showing only one picture of the piece so that
a potential customer is left questioning the details. The most
effective artist websites have e-commerce capabilities, and
therefore customers can purchase online by themselves in just
a couple of clicks.
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6. Maintain your website.
Many artists make a stunning website
and then forget about it. A website
should be a living, breathing business
advertisement. At minimum, check your
website quarterly to make sure that all the
information is up to date and there are no major glitches.
Resist being that artist who doesn’t check her website for
several months, finds out that she hasn’t paid her hosting fee,
and learns that the host had taken down her site and trashed
the files. After such a scenario, you may have to start from
scratch. Smaller glitches can also happen, making your site
look unprofessional.
7. Focus on the experience.
Customers are savvy. They want to truly
connect with the artist behind the art
and to emotionally experience your
work. Improve the customer experience
by branding. Branding involves improving the feel of your website, improving the
story in your copy and using compelling product photographs.
Go as far as you can into a customer’s life. Some artists even
provide art installation, hiring someone to hang the work on
the wall in the customer’s house to ensure that the customer

enjoys a luxury experience with the art. Your brand needn’t go
that far, but it’s important to think about extending that experience into the packaging of your art and maybe even further.
8. Create a marketing plan.
Something about planning terrifies artists,
but it’s absolutely crucial. Without a plan,
you bump around from idea to idea, and
nothing really works together, making for
ineffective marketing. If you sketch out
which social networks you’ll use, how much
you’ll spend in paid advertising, whether you’ll
have a blog, and which publications you want publicity in, then
you have focused direction and can work toward these goals.
9. Take action.
We read many articles and have great instincts about our marketing and our businesses, but sometimes we fail to do any
of it. We somehow ignore the mantras:
“I know I should be more active on Facebook,” or “I know I should pitch West Elm
because my work would be perfect there.”
However, these mantras are often your brilliant instincts telling
you to take action so you can reap the rewards. ABN

Check us out at
www.artbusinessnews.com
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Like what you read?
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